Safety Instructions

IMPORTANT: Follow these basic safety precautions to reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock and/or injury when using this electrical appliance.

- This product is NOT a blanket. It is intended for use ONLY as a massage table warmer.
- DO NOT use with pets.

Directions for Use

1. Unfold completely.
2. Check frequently to make sure the table warmer is NOT bunched or folded as this can cause a build up of excess heat and result in injury or fire.
3. If at any time the table warmer is not functioning properly, discontinue use immediately and consult the manufacturer or distributor.
4. Conduct routine damage inspections of the table warmer and its cord, plug and power supply. If damage is detected, discontinue use immediately and consult the manufacturer or distributor.
5. DO NOT allow the cord of the table warmer to become pinched or damaged by leg extensions or lift mechanisms, when using with an adjustable height massage table.
6. DO NOT allow the table warmer to hang over the edge of the massage table.
7. DO NOT leave disabled persons, infants or small children unattended when the table warmer is in use.
8. Long treatments conducted with the table warmer on its high setting can result in skin irritation or burns.
9. DO NOT allow the control unit to come in contact with liquids (solutions, drinks, liquid cleaners, wet environments, etc.)
10. DO NOT puncture the table warmer with sharp objects.
11. Use table warmer only on an alternating current supply circuit of correct voltage.
12. Keep the flexible power supply and switch off the top of the table.
13. When not in use, unplug the unit at the power outlet.
14. Follow cleaning instruction on the product label.

Cleaning & Storage

- When storing, fold the table warmer loosely, avoiding sharp bends and creases in the heating elements.
- DO NOT roll the table warmer.
- DO NOT store objects on top of the table warmer.
- DO NOT dry clean. Chemicals can damage the insulation and the cover of the heating unit.
- DO NOT iron.
- DO NOT machine wash or dry.

To Clean:
1. Before cleaning, make sure the hand control is set to the OFF position.
2. Disconnect the electrical cord from the power outlet.
3. Spot clean by wiping the soiled area with luke warm water and a neutral detergent or mild soapy solution.
4. Wipe again with clean water.
5. Blot away excess water by compressing the wet area between two dry towels.
6. DO NOT allow water to drip on the control unit.

Drying:
1. Drape the table warmer over a clothes line and drip dry.
2. Do Not use clothes pins or clamps.
3. Do Not dry with a hair dryer or heater.
4. When hanging make sure to position the hand control so that no water will drip onto the control unit.
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**Table Warmer**
Model #1922-2 (UK model) & 1922-3 (EU model)
230 Volt

You can program your table warmer to operate for 30 minute intervals between 1 to 12 hours before switching OFF automatically. The thermostat can be set between 16° - 60° C.

**NOTE: 16° - 50° C is recommended for continuous use. Use 51° - 60° C for preheating only.**

**Operation & Controls**

1. Plug 3 pin (UK)/2 pin (EU) plug into the main power supply and switch on the socket.

2. Switch ON the table warmer by pressing and holding the ON/OFF (orange) button for 2 seconds.

3. Heating and temperature control can only be adjusted when the “Temperature” symbol is lit up on the LCD screen. Use the “+” and “-” to set your desired comfort temperature.

   **NOTE: If the “Temperature” symbol is not lit up on the LCD screen, use the “Select/Lock Key” to change the control mode to temperature mode.**

4. Operating time - Timer control can only be adjusted when the “Time” symbol is lit up on the LCD screen (Use the Select/Lock Key to change control mode). Use the “+” and “-” key to set your desired operating time before automatically switching OFF.

5. Once the table warmer is configured to the desired comfort level and shut-off time, the “Key Lock” can be used to prevent losing these settings by pressing and holding the “Select/Lock Key” for 2 seconds. The “Lock” symbol will be lit up on the LCD screen to indicate the key pads are now locked. Unlock by pressing and holding the “Select/Lock key” again.

6. The current status information of the table warmer is displayed by pressing the “ON-OFF/Status” Key. Both the operating time since last power ON and the current temperature of the table warmer is displayed.

7. Turn table warmer off - Press and hold “ON/OFF” orange button for 2 seconds.

   **Note: If the table warmer is operating abnormally, a “Malfunction” symbol is lit on the LCD screen on the top right. Unplug the table warmer from the main power supply and check that the connector to the blanket is securely inserted. Plug the table warmer back into the main power supply and switch on the table warmer. If malfunction still repeats, please contact Oakworks customer service.**

**Usage Tips**

1. Highest temperature (60°C) setting is for pre-heating only and not recommended for continuous use.

2. Temperature setting between 16° - 50°C may be used for continuous use.

3. Temperature setting 20° - 25°C for over night use is recommended.

4. Ensure the table warmer is fully dried after washing before re-using.

5. You may notice an odor when using the table warmer for the first time. The odor will subdue over a short period of time.

6. The default setting of the table warmer is 10 hours and 50°C and is shown when power is turned on.
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